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Electrical steel is TC Metal’s only product.
Everything we do – everything we know goes into
processing our electrical steel into a superior product.

Whatever coil stock, cut-to-length, stacked lamination,
Unicore, or DG Core specifications you have, TC Metal
can fill your order with a shorter lead time than anyone
else in the industry.
Our high quality standards produce the highest
efficiency cores in the industry.

This is why the industry’s leading transformer
manufacturers rely on TC Metal’s cores.
TC Metal maintains a large inventory of grain oriented
(GOES) and non oriented (NOES) electrical steel at all
times in our 100,000-square-foot service center.

This allows end users to save money by storing a smaller
inventory at their own locations.

Most important of all, TC Metal wants your business,
and we are willing to go to any lengths to provide you
with the electrical steel you need, when you need it.

TC EXPRESS  WHEN YOU NEEDED IT YESTERDAY

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

NO ONE CAN MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS WITH MORE PRECISION
THAN TC METAL.
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Expedited Manufacturing | GUARANTEED Ship Date
In most instances – depending on the size and the
quantity – TC Metal can ship your order in one
workday. For a modest fee, we guarantee we will make
your deadline or there is no extra charge.

TC Metal Pre-paid Freight
Save time and money with prepaid shipping, shown on
a separate line item on your invoice. Your order is
shipped F.O.B. Destination. TC Metal takes all physical
and legal responsibility for the shipping of the order
until it reaches its destination.

Two Shipping Options

TC Metal Traditional Shipping
TC Metal continues to offer F.O.B. Commerce. You
coordinate all elements necessary for the shipping
of your product from the TC Metal service center
in F.O.B. San Diego, CA.1 2
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Grain-Oriented Electrical Steel Non-Oriented Electrical Steel

DG Cores are available in:
Single Phase
3-Phase, Evans Cores
Duo Cores
Your Custom Design

Whatever your electrical steel needs are, TC Metal will do everything in
its power to provide you with what you need, at the specifications you
need it, and within your time framework. Contact a TC Metal rep to
discuss how we can best serve you. 

Precision Slit Coils

TC Metal offers one of the widest selections
of grain-oriented electrical steel and non-
oriented electrical steel grades and gauges in
the industry. This allows you to optimize the
operational parameters of your transformers
and their value.

With 3-slitting lines, TC Metal is able to
provide you the shortest lead time in the
industry.
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DG Gap Cores
Unicore Cores

In a multitude of configurations depending
on customer design specifications and
application requirements.

TC Metal manufactures DG Cores

Gaps can be placed on the side or
on the end of each lap.

Gaps can be configured in a straight
cut face, diverging face, and End
Over lap face.

The number and location of the
gaps increase performance while
reducing the assembly time.

Unicore Cores

Unicore technology is cutting edge. It
creates the highest quality, best
performing DG Gap cores in the industry.

TC Metal can manufacture products
to the most precise standards in the
industry.

By outsourcing core production,
you have less materials to handle/
process, thereby lowering labor
costs and reducing costly inventory.

TC Metal customers benefit because:

PRODUCT DETAILS

Available Grades/Gauges include:

.18mm (.007) M2 

.23mm (.009) M3 

.23mm (.009) MOH/Hi-B 

.23mm (.009) DR-MOH/Hi-B

.27mm (.011) M4

.27mm (.011) MOH/Hi-B

.27mm (.011) DR-MOH/Hi-B

.30mm (.012) M5

.35mm (.014) M6:

.35mm (.014) M10

.35mm (.014) M15/N250

.35mm (.014) M19/N270
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Reduces the quantity of unneeded
electrical steel you are storing in your
inventory in favor of actual cores.

Eliminates slit coil inventory control,
saving time and money.

PRODUCT DETAILS

TC Metal produces a wide range of flat-stacked transformer products
for low, medium, and large voltage transformers.

These cores range from standard square- cut stacks to large mitre-cut
stepped cores in both single phase and three-phase configurations.

Square Cut • Mitre Cut • Step-lapped cores
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Contact your TC Metal rep for a quote.

Sheared Lamination Kits
Assembled Core Legs
“E” Cores
Step-Lapped Cores
Purchasing sheared lamination kits, fully
assembled core legs, and “E” Cores:

Cut-to-Length Electrical Steel

All Square Cut and Mitre Cut Shears
are computerized and capable of
shearing 2 laminations at one stroke.

Toll Slitting
With 3 slitting lines, TC Metal can toll slit
customer Electrical Steel, Copper, and/or
Aluminum to their specifications.

TC Metal customers find savings in time
and labor to more than offset the modest
fee for this service. Ask your TC Metal rep
for a quote.

Allows you to take advantage of TC
Metal’s broad selection of electrical
steel grades as necessary.

Only buy what you need, when you
need it.

TC Metal can work with your JIT
requirements/program.

CONTACT YOUR TC METAL REP FOR A QUOTE

Square-Cut Shearingl Mitre-Cut Shearing
Our Capabilities:

Thickness 0.004” to 0.025” 
Width 0.50” to 24.00” 
Length 1.00” to 200.00”

Thickness 0.007” to 0.025” 
Width 1.85” to 24.00” 
Length 5.00” to 120.00”

Capabilities
Thickness 0.007” to 0.025”
Slit Width 0.50” to 39.00”
Width Tolerance +/-0.0005
Burr 0.000

Coil ID 16.00” or 20.00” 
Coil OD Max 36.00” or Specify
Max Coil Width 1000mm
Max Coil Weight 5MT
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